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Introduction

There is an ongoing interest in understanding the way experts work.  Acquiring

such knowledge is essential for designing expert support systems.  One of the expert

domains that was brought to developers’ attention is design, specifically engineering

design.  Although design is practiced by many, the contemporary understanding of

design is vague and amorphous.  To clarify our approach, we nonetheless need an

operational definition of engineering design.  We adopt one version that Dym (1994,

p.17) proposes: "Engineering design is the systematic, intelligent generation and

evaluation of specifications for artifacts whose form and function achieve stated

objectives and satisfy specified constraints."

In the past, designers have performed all their work on paper.  However, the field

of engineering design is ever more computer−dependent.  CAD systems and 3D

visualization software are the status quo at design firms, leaving in their wake such

antiquated notions as drafting rooms and schematic blueprints.  With this migration

toward digital systems, two fields of expertise, engineering and software development,

must be able to communicate in order to produce viable domain−based environments.

In this case, it is imperative that system/software engineers do not impose their own

assumptions or criteria on the implementation of the domain and instead rely on input

from their end users, the engineers, to appropriately represent a domain, in user−

centered design.  In addition to this, it is vital to provide an incentive to engineers for

using the digital environments that are produced.  Karen Holtzblatt (2001) states that

people sometimes abandon the use of computers within certain domains, due to the

fact that, while computers may provide complete support for processes previously

confined to paper, they do not actually provide any advantages over using paper.

User−centered design can ensure that they do provide an advantage and do represent

the domain well is to bring a domain expert’s advice to the development of the system.

It is for these reasons that study of the "engineering mind" can prove so

beneficial to the field itself; to study the mind of a designer is to discover the processes



a design environment should support.  It is important to emphasize here that the overall

goal is to assist, rather than substitute, the expert.  The system is supposed to aid the

designer during the process, in decision−making and problem−solving processes.  At

the same time, such a knowledge−based expert system (KBES), which is a term used

by Dym (1994), is not an extraction machine but a refinery for available data; the

intention is to use the gained data as a guide to insight (Kidd, 1994).

Based on knowledge of the design domain, Dym’s treatment of engineering

design, and our own studies, several requirements emerge.

• Multiple representations (e.g., the several languages Dym expounds [1994,

p.78−9])

• Graphical visualization of data in pictures, sketches, and CADD

models;

• Mathematical, analytical or physical knowledge about the world or

artifact;

• Numerical information such as dimension or geometry;

• Rule and objects or frames, which can be represent design heuristics;

• Textual or verbal descriptions such as limitations, constraints or

documentation, which can be used to supplement all of the above;

• Ability to modify and expand the knowledge−base of the system via access to

previous design cases;

• Support for collaboration, communication and interoperability;

• Domain−specific environments that support each design phase separately yet

cohesively, in a familiar, usable and natural manner.

The design phases referred to above, according to Dym (1994, p.49), can differ

depending on the specific design problem.  Particular combinations of certain phases

constitute three main different classes of design: creative, variant, and routine (Dym,

1994, p.43−4).  Creative design, at the furthest extreme, is highly undefined and results

in the invention of completely new products.  In variant design, however, the problems

tend to be more well−defined but can be treated as innovations of past cases.  Finally,



problems classified as routine design usually involve tedious, oft−repeated or very well−

defined processes.

Support for creative design in KBES is less straightforward because of the lack of

information and understanding of the nature of creativity itself (Dym, 1994, p.43).

Therefore, our focus will be on routine and variant design.  As mentioned above, the

heart of variant and routine design lies in access to and the re−use of past cases.  One

can imagine a database of design cases which an engineer may browse or search as

she needs, that contains vast data about these cases represented in a complete and

helpful manner.  However, traditional design databases are typically more data−centric

than knowledge−centric, and contain only a limited representation of an artifact such as

drawings and/or CAD models, version information, and often related documentation.

On the other hand, design repositories, as an instance of KBES, attempt to capture a

more complete design representation that may include characterization of function,

behavior, design rules, simulation models, and other semantic parameters.  Since

design databases have not been designed specifically for these purposes, they are

limited in their ability to meet design needs (Szykman, 1999).

Design databases are generally more homogeneous in the kinds of information

they contain (e.g., images, CAD models, and unstructured text/documentation).  Design

repositories can include these, but may also include formal data/information models,

structured text (e.g., specialized languages for representing function, design rules,

logical expressions), mathematical simulation models.  In other words, design

repositories extend the complexity of standard databases by conforming to the multiple

representation functional requirement discussed above for KBES.

In the design domain, databases have the inherent weakness of solely providing

storage of information; as Kidd (1994) remarks, this kind of unstructured and

unchangeable organization of data does not allow for proactive problem−solving.  In

contrast, design repositories not only store information, but also support the retrieval

and reuse of design knowledge using sophisticated, structure and organization methods

that are not incorporated into traditional database systems.  Such capabilities might

include search for components or assemblies that satisfy required functions, explicit



representation of physical and functional decompositions and the mappings between

them, or partially automated reasoning about a design.

Recalling the preliminary requirements we developed above, and with the

realization of the degree to which design repositories in general can successfully meet

these requirements, by means of user−centered design, we can further study the minds

of engineering designers.  Thus, for our study, we adopted this hypothesis:

Through the use of design repositories, we can learn both about the way engineers

think during design, and about the use of these repositories to design more creatively,

whether they are engaged in variant or creative, innovative or inventive design.

Methodology

The subjects for the experiment included three male Drexel University students,

majoring in Mechanical Engineering, ranging from freshman to pre−junior.  Each subject

performed the experiment individually and at different times so that the data from each

subject could be isolated.  Participation was strictly voluntary and each subject signed a

consent form.  Due to the nature of the experiment, information about their prior

experience with either cars, Legos, or both, was collected.  This experience varied.

The virtual repository’s physical counterpart consisted of Legos components

such as wheels, pulleys, gears, axles, bushels, bricks, and plates.  It also contained

completed assemblies of these components, which already met the requirements of the

experiment.  These assemblies existed for use or expansion upon by the subjects.  The

subjects searched for the components by navigating through a paper mock−up search

engine, representing a potential graphical user interface for such a repository.  The

interface was designed using poster−board with Post−It Notes representing buttons

and blue underlined text representing hyperlinks done in Sharpie markers.  A digital

camera was used to capture images of the subjects while performing the experiment as

well as to photograph the "cars" that were produced (see Appendix).



  Through the use of design repositories, we can learn both about the way

engineers think during design, and about the use of these repositories to design more

creatively, whether they are engaged in variant or creative, innovative or inventive

design.  In order to gain insight into this process of design within the mechanical

engineering domain, we conducted a "think−out−loud" study such that each subject

would be given an opportunity to search a repository of artifacts, consisting of both

components and assemblies, in order to complete the task of designing a "car".  The

requirements were simple: build something that, when pushed from behind, will travel at

least one meter in a straight line.  In pilot testing completion of the task took

approximately twenty minutes.

At the beginning of each subject’s session, we asked them to sign the consent

form and explained the nature and background of the experiment.  Each subject was

asked to sit at a table and imagine that he was in a room alone with nothing other than

the "search engine" that we provided.  He was then instructed to navigate through the

interface as if it were a real computer in order to find things that might be useful in

designing their "car".  Additionally, the subjects were asked to verbalize their thought

process, both about the interface as well as the design of the car, so that we could

analyze how mechanical engineers think about design with the aid of a search interface

of past cases.  As the subjects came across the components they felt necessary for

their design, they were provided with the appropriate physical Legos.  This served as

a visual substitute for the lack of feature functionality in the paper mock−up interface

provided in the experiment.

Upon completion of the experiment, the subjects were then asked several

questions to gain further insight about their thought process and their reflection on the

interface.

• Given an actual computer aid, what functionality they would like to see?

• What parts of the design process would they like to see automated by the computer?

• What background did they have, including year of study, major, and experience with

Legos and/or cars?



Once all questioning by the experiment team was completed, the subjects were

then given the opportunity to ask questions themselves.

Results

Because of the nature of our study, and the amount of data we obtained from

each subject alone, we felt that the differentiation between their approaches merited an

individual treatment of each of the three cases.

The first subject approached the problem in a bottom−up fashion.  The first

comment he made was "I need locomotion", prompting him to use the Sketching Search

interface of the simulated repository to manipulate some spheres in the workspace to

represent wheels.  He expressed a strong desire to be able to "manipulate" the items

he saw.  Immediately following this, he attempted to use the Keyword Search on the

term "chassis", which yielded no results.  He displayed surprise but did not actually

verbalize this; instead he returned to the main menu and tried the Functional Features

Search.  Here he asked himself how this was organized: "Is this in subcategories?"

After searching for axles through this interface, he returned to the Sketching Search in

an attempt to find Lego plates.  As a "last resort" he used the Browse feature in order

to find "something to rotate the wheel"; however, what he actually retrieved from the

repository at this stage were Lego connector bricks.

Although he could at this point push the automobile, he decided that there was

"too much friction"; he followed this comment with "maybe something to space out [the

wheels]" and returned to the repository to find a component which could accomplish

this.  In the Sketching Search, he used a cylinder representation to query for the

appropriate piece.  When he received the table of results for this query, he

misunderstood the format of the table: he treated the number in the "#" column as the

quantity of available parts in the repository, rather than the sequential number of the

component in the list, as we had intended.  Later, he needed shorter bricks to lift the

plate and reduce friction, but encountered the same trouble with the results interface.



In spite of these difficulties, he eventually constructed a model car that fulfilled our

design requirements.

During the retrospective report, the subject restated his opinion that the Browse

feature should only be used as a last resort.  He described his approach as the

compilation of a list of all the parts he knew he needed to build a car; then he could

discriminately select from this set of parts and construct the model.  A criticism he had

of the interface to the repository itself was Keyword Search feature.  He felt limited by

not knowing the correct terminology that the repository was expecting or could handle,

and the fact the repository (representing weaknesses in our design) was unable to

handle domain−specific vocabulary.  This subject, however, did see merit in using

design repositories to aid design, stating that proceeding quickly from conception to

production could be extremely useful in engineering design.  He also criticized the

Sketching Search, as it was implemented in the design in a "too−rudimentary"manner,

but he expressed satisfaction with the Functional Features Search.

The second subject had a different approach to the task.  He began by using the

Browse function to search for wheels.  He selected parts from the repository which

resembled wheels, but were actually gears; they did fit his conception of the search

parameters, however.  The next thing he found, still in Browse, were bushels, although

he did not use this term for them.  Their purpose is to stabilize a part at a specific

location on an axle; he said "I don’t know I will use these for, but I will keep them."

Then he decided upon a particular length of axle he wanted (again not using the

domain−specific term "axle"), but was not clear how he search for them.  He explored

the Functional Features Search option, and acquired Lego plates.  He tried to

assemble the car with only his current pieces, wheels/gears, bushels and axles, but this

was not possible.  As a result, the subject requested the Keyword Search function, and

realized this was not what he had expected to see − his intention had been to work in

the same interface he had been, the Functional Features option.  The "system" gave

him a hint which directed him to Functional Features.  He then searched for different

types of Lego bricks (plain and T bricks).  He again attempted to assemble the car,



but again failed.  After putting the axles through the holes in the bricks, he discovered

that the wide plate he originally obtained did not fit.  He performed another search for

plates, trying to choose one of them to use in his car.  The ones he found this time were

too small for his purposes, so he decided to combine two of them in place of one wide

one.  Based on the design requirements, he expressed a need to provide some

structure that would aid him in "pushing" the car for locomotion.  He obtained more

small bricks and added one at a time based on aesthetics and functionality.  The

resulting car did appear to him to fulfill the requirements, even thought it used gears

instead of wheels.  However, it did not actually travel one meter.

During the retrospective report, this subject explained that he had employed a

strategy in using the new system.  First, he browsed the parts "list" to get a better

understanding of the choices available to him, after which he focused on searching for

specific parts.  He claimed that he found the interface to be confusing.  Upon questions

from us about why he did not use the Refine Searches option, he replied that he was

unaware this was available.  The subject found the Functionality Features Search more

helpful than the catalog (or Browse) function.  In response to another question, he

indicated that he preferred thinking of concepts in a general light, before proceeding to

specifics.

When the last subject was presented with the interface, he commented that,

being unfamiliar with this "software", he preferred to first explore the options.  He

therefore chose the Browse option, which did not help him because the list was

unsorted.  He performed a Keyword Search for "wheels", obtained 4 types, and then

pressed the "Back Home" button when he actually intended only to go back one screen

to the Keyword Search page.  He performed another Keyword Search for "axles" which

yielded the pre−constructed cars already in the repository, and was satisfied with these

results and stopped.

During his retrospective report, he described his confusion about the design of

the repository.  First of all, when he initially found four kinds of wheels, he thought that

there were only four wheels in the entire repository.  Another problem he described was



with the table of results of the Browse feature.  He expected to see it sorted by category

rather than a long inventory−like list.  He proposed that the Browse function should be

similar to an index at the end of a book, wherein all of the parts are listed but also

categorized.  He also noted that even though one of the buttons was labeled "Back

Home", he misread its label to be simply "Back" and assumed he would return to the

previous screen (the Keyword Search interface).  He explained his assumptions that

were based on his experience with other programs usually having a button to take

users back to the previous page.

Discussion

The goal of this study was to explore how we can learn both about the way

engineers think during design, and about the use of these repositories to design more

creatively, through the use of design repositories.  Designers can use search during the

design process to support the different ways in which they think about the problem and

go about finding a solution.  Our findings strongly support this hypothesis.  To develop

computer−based environments which support expert knowledge work it is critical to

understand how people organize information, develop new knowledge, and engage in

creative idea development.  Several permeating conclusions can be drawn from our

results.  To successfully support design, a system must allow the users to be in

complete control of the process, must support the assumptions inherent in the domain

in which they are working, and must provide robust means of representation of design

knowledge and decisions within the design process.

In our study, we observed that the design process was sometimes inhibited by

limitations in the prototype system we provided.  Mistakes that arose on the part of the

users were a result of underlying assumptions or decisions that we made, as non−

domain experts.  For example, several of the subjects were surprised by the interface

presented to them for "sketching".  They anticipated something that would be more



CAD−like, in which they would be allowed to manipulate what appeared on the screen,

rather than the drag−and−drop interface we had chosen.  Even though our intention

was to focus the search at the conceptual level rather than the detailed level, users

either were unfamiliar with this idea or unaware of its capabilities.  Differences between

our experience and the subjects’ experiences in the domain we were trying to support,

resulted in the abandonment or underuse of the sketching search.  Due to their

expectation of what they needed or wanted to see, what we had provided did not work

for them.

Designers each have an individual approach they use for different tasks; but,

depending on their experience with a particular task, their approach will and does

change.  Dym (1994, p.48) states that there are different problem types which are

based on "a transformation from a single initial knowledge state to a single final

knowledge state."  Designers’ experience determines what their initial knowledge state

will be for a particular problem, that is, at what level of abstraction they are approaching

the problem.  Familiarity with a particular domain or problem causes a global

perspective to be already incorporated into designers’ thinking about the artifact; details

come easily and, as a result, designers tend to work on a lower level of abstraction.

However, when the problem is new or unfamiliar, designers must first construct this

global picture before they can begin working at a deeper level of detail.  To illustrate, in

our study, individual subjects attempted to use the "browse" feature for dissimilar

purposes.  Some treated it as a last resort, while others considered it the best approach

to acquaint oneself with unfamiliar software.  The subjects who stated that they were

unfamiliar with Legos relied on the "browse" feature to provide them with a global

perspective at the highest level of abstraction; they hoped to get an overall picture of

the hierarchical organization of the repository by browsing the contents to see what

parts were available to them.  However, our browse feature was designed to return an

unordered, unorganized list of parts and thus did not help further this objective.

At first glance it may appear as though our above conclusions contradict Dym’s

position (1994); however, the key point to realize is that all subjects had been familiar

with mechanical design and CAD systems, but not all of them had prior experience with



Legos.  Those that were familiar with all three areas were able to proceed in a

breadth−first fashion, in the style Dym discusses, and further were so familiar with them

that some parts of their thinking became automated so that they were able to proceed

to searching for specific Lego pieces.  Those that had not used Legos in design

before still had a global, breadth−first picture of the car design problem, but lacked

knowledge of the details they were looking for.  This is what caused the gap between

the performances of the subjects, and their divergent expectations of and reliance on

the "browse" feature.

Another illustration of designers being in the process of thinking along different

lines was shown by the disparate procedures by which they pursued the construction of

the car.  They all had the same steps, but not all in the same order.  Some retrieved all

the parts they needed before beginning actual construction, while others constructed

the car as they went along.  This variegation in approaches again supports the idea that

a system should not confine users to one rigid path, but instead allow variability and

exploration.

Dym (1994, p.135) discusses the use of functional analysis within the design

process:

"We can thus think of functional analysis as being equivalent to

function decomposition, that is, to an attempt to parse the function of a

complex object into subfunctions that can be achieved by individual

components.  Then, at this point, the design process becomes one of

synthesizing an artifact by selecting and configuring components on the

basis of their functionality, assuming that appropriate components can be

identified."

In our post−session questions to the subjects, each of them denied any use of

functional thinking to determine the step−by−step design process they were using; they

insisted they thought primarily of how the components would look rather than what they

would do.  However, during the think−out−loud portion, they often used phrases such as

"I need locomotion," or "I need something to rotate the wheel," which point toward



functional thinking.  One particular subject demonstrated his inherent functional

decomposition process when he was trying to find a way to reduce the friction between

the Lego plate he was using for the car’s body and the wheels.  He first said "I need

to reduce this friction" and his solution was to "space out the pieces", which led him to

attempt finding particular pieces that would serve this goal.  His solution to the overall

problem was in itself a subfunctional problem, an intermediary between the overall goal

and the components to use to satisfy this goal.  This can be supported by Ullman

(1992), who states, "The goal here is to generate a single statement of the overall

function on the basis of the customer requirements.  All design problems have one

’most important’ function."  Therefore, the technique of functional analysis or function

decomposition is important in design, and can be thought of as an instance of the

"means−ends" problem−solving technique accepted both by Dym and by cognitive

psychology.

Another major conclusion we can draw from our results is that designers have

certain expectations of the domain and the solutions to problems within it.  It is

important that a system comply with these expectations completely and consistently.

The application of different problem−solving techniques results in habituation to certain

procedures and outcomes.  From cognitive psychology, we know that users often have

prepared schemas in their heads, which can be both a help and a hindrance to design

system engineers.  In our study, we saw that the repository’s existence was helpful to

the users only to the extent that it conformed to the prior knowledge they brought with

them to the system.  For example, several users tried to search for the keyword

"chassis" using the interface; however, since we had not anticipated the use of such a

term, we had not built in support for this level of domain expertise.  This problem arose

several times in the study, and can be attributed simply to our own inexperience in the

domain we were attempting to support.

In a related example, one of the subjects used the "Back Home" button

anticipating returning only one screen back in the interface, which is consistent with his

prior experience with web browsers.  Even though he admitted to having misread the



button, the fact that he did so still points to the presence of expectations interfering with

his interaction with the system.  We can treat this instance as an "instructive failure", for

both him as a user and us as the designers of the system.  With frequent use of web

browsers daily, the trial and error problem−solving technique results in the development

of "set", a solution to a problem which is then applied to any future problem that seems

similar to the original.  Returning to the browsing issue we noticed earlier, the subject in

question used a metaphor of a book’s index to justify his expectancy that the results list

would be sorted and his surprise when it was not so.  Once again, a previously

developed set was applied to a current situation without altering the original set.  This

can be treated as an instance of a "negative set", or functional fixedness.  When a set

that was developed for use in certain situations fails to help in situations that seem

similar but actually are not, the set becomes counterproductive.

A major theme running through Dym’s book is the support of multiple languages

for the representation of design artifacts and processes in knowledge−based expert

systems (KBES).  The specific languages he mentions (Dym, 1994, p.78−9) are "Verbal

or textual statements...Graphical representations...Mathematical or analytical models

["physical representation language"]...Numbers...Rules...Objects or frames..."  The

results we observed in our study point to the validity of this classification, as well as the

utility of these languages at various stages of the problem.  We originally built the

system interface to support each language individually: Keyword Search, Sketching

Search, Physical Constraints Search, Functional Features Search.  Rules, objects and

frames were not supported separately but were integrated within the support of each of

the other languages.  Our first issue was with the physical constraints − we had

designed support for this initially, but when we moved to the Lego domain we

assumed it would not apply.  In spite of this, in the study we noticed several subjects

"thinking−out−loud" about physical dimensions or parameters of the actual Lego

pieces, for instance, "I want a plate that is 1 by 3".  We, in our incomplete domain

knowledge, had not anticipated this; the results, however, show the importance of

adherence to each of the norms established by Dym (1994).



Nevertheless, the data does not imply that these can be offered completely

separately.  Dym himself insists that the above languages are inseparable from each

other in order to support design in its different stages.  To illustrate, several subjects in

our study entered keywords related to function in the Keyword Search.  This may be

due to the fact that they did not know the specific name of the part and they were simply

looking for anything that could fulfill the functional problem they were solving at the

same time.  In addition, they did not use the Functional Features Search for this, as we

had anticipated; this avoidance could be explained by the fact that they were not

consciously aware of their use of a functional approach, which was only later revealed

during the post−session interview.  On the other hand, when they did make use of the

Functional Features Search, it signified a change in their thought process.  As they

admitted at the post interview, the hierarchical structure of this aspect of the search

interface more accurately reflected their thinking during the design process in

determining both the physical and the functional features of their evolving design.

Perhaps contrary to Dym’s belief (1994) in the inseparable nature of these

representation languages, but in support of the idea that different designers approach

like problems in unlike ways, is the fact that some subjects expressed a desire to see

free−form sketching in the Sketching Search interface as opposed to the simple

conceptual modeling which was actually provided, whereas others thought the two

methods should be united.  In our analysis of this information, we drew conclusions that,

as Dym (1994) implies, the two types of graphical representation correspond to two

different points within the design process.  Subjects did not catch on to the underlying

purpose of the conceptual modeling sketching with which they were presented; rather,

they felt limited by being forced to use preconstructed, "rudimentary" (as they said)

shapes that they could not further manipulate.  They opted to use a different search

interface entirely as an alternative to struggling with the limitations they perceived with

this modeling.  We attribute this dislike of conceptual modeling within our interface to a

poor understanding of the advantages of this technique as provided in our system.  Our

subjects were either unfamiliar with the use of conceptual prototyping in design, or did

not recognize our representation as providing such.  This again stresses the importance



of domain expert guidance in the user−centered design of KBES.

In spite of the interconnectedness of the languages of representation we offered,

our data seems to indicate that, in addition to supplementing or complementing each

other, each must be able to stand on its own.  This is because, in any complex system,

certain users will concentrate their activity in the one area of the system they have

learned well.  The learning curve of complex systems is often a stumbling block to the

exploration of alternative possibilities and solutions; when productivity is at stake, a user

will settle for what he knows works rather than taking time to find a new way.  For

example, one of our subjects exclusively and repeatedly used the Functional Features

Search once he had a success with it, and never explored any of the other alternatives

offered by the system.  In order to minimize perceived limitations in the system’s

functionality, each alternative path must be able to support, as completely as possible,

the design process separately, in spite of the primary intent to use them together.

A related point is that, in our observations, subjects sometimes re−executed

searches for Lego pieces they had already retrieved.  In addition to that, we noted

that sometimes subjects preferred to conduct several searches with and compile the

results together before they proceeded to construct anything.  That brought our

attention to the cognitive psychology issue of memory limitations.  According to Vera

John−Steiner (1997), experts in most domains use "note−taking" techniques that make

it possible for them to run ahead of their present point in the overall problem−solving

process.  Just as writers might make notes on ideas for chapter 5 while they are still

working on chapter 1, one of our subjects knew he would need a part to keep the

wheels of his vehicle in place on the axles, even though he had not yet found axles to

use.  Providing reminders in a way that would be intuitive to the engineering domain

would be beneficial.  Based on our observations, supported by ideas stated in Dym’s

book (1994), visual cues can play a major role as reminders.



Conclusions

In this study, we have attempted to address the issues engineers consider and

the cognitive processes they undergo during design using an aid in the form of a

repository.  As we have discusses, individual designers tend to approach similar design

problems in dissimilar ways.  Differences in experience can also cause approaches to

vary.  Providing information that would fill the gap between knowledge of components

and knowledge of the problem itself is one of the main purposes of a repository.

As shown above, design repositories are one instance of the class of systems

known as knowledge−based expert systems (KBES), and as such, supplement design

activity in a domain−specific application.  As discussed, the main focus of the support

provided by repositories is variant or routine design.  Yet having this resource could

allow designers to generalize a domain problem based on searches of existing

instances and gain insight into the overall framework, perhaps sparking better and more

creative design solutions.  However, future work in this area is needed to be able to

make this claim.
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Appendix

Illustration 1. The Lego cars produced by our subjects during the study.
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